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1.INTRODUCTION
In finite population sampling designed based inference,it is well
established that,when an auxiliary variable is available,proper use of
stratified random sampling (STRS)reduces the variance of the estimate of
the population mean compared to the variance of the estimate obtained from
simple random sampling(SRS).When stratified random sampling is not used,
but stratum information is available,a post stratified estimator may be used.
In one aspect post stratification is potentially more efficient than stratification
before selection,since after sampling the stratification factors can be chosen
indifferent ways for different sets of variables in order to maximize the gains
in precision.
Post stratification is considered desirablein sample surveys for two
reasons;it reduces the mean squared error when averaged over all possible
samples,andit reduces the conditional bias when conditioned on stratum
sample sizes.
It might be predicted that such a simple practical scheme would feature
prominently in most texts on sampling,but this is not the case.As pointed
out by HoltandSmith(1979)post stratification is rarely mentioned in
text books,andits place in the literature may be described as 'modest' at
best.The situation of interest in this thesis is that where we take a simple
random sample of fixed sizen from a finite population of sizeN, and there
is a known auxiliary variable,Xi ,i 1,..., N,for each population unit.
The general problem considered is that of using the Xiin post stratification.
This results in two problems. The first is how to choose the strata, and the
second is the form of the post stratified estimator.Stratification based on the
auxiliary variable requires specifying the sample allocation,choosing the
number of strata,anddetermining boundaries for the strata.Obvious forms
to consider for the estimator are the post stratified mean,the post stratified
combined ratio estimator,andpost stratified separate ratio estimator.
In this thesis a procedure for determining strata to use for post
stratified estimation is given.Using this procedure,conditionaland
unconditional properties of the estimators are derived,andsimulation is used
to explore the distribution properties.
In addition to this introduction, this thesis contains eight other chapters,
whose contents are as follows.
Chapter 2discusses the problems,notation andprevious solutions
of post stratification.A few applications are briefly introduced,employing
either unconditional inferences such as those of Williams (1962)andFuller
(1966), or conditional inferences based on Holt and Smith(1979).The
chapter concludes with a description of the population used in the simulation
studies.
In chapter3the notation of " optimum stratification" is introduced3
and the boundaries are derived using the equations of Dalenius (1950) .
In addition to Dalenius's work, the appropriate choice of boundaries based on
the auxiliary variable is introduced,andcomparisons are made between
the post stratified estimator obtained by this approach andthat obtained
based on categorical boundaries under proportional allocation.
Chapter 4discusses the distribution of the self-weighting mean
averaging over all possible allocations,or conditioning on the sample allocation,
andits conditional bias is derived and explored by a computer simulation for
several realandartificial populations.
In chapter 5 the distribution of the post stratified mean using
conditional inference for different sample sizes is introduced,averaging over
all possible sample configurations.In this chapter the distribution of post
stratified mean conditioning on the sample configuration is also studied under
three different configurations.Chapter 5 concludes with a comparison of post
stratifiedandself-weighting means,where the comparisons are made
analyticallyandempiricallyfor the populations under study.
Chapter 6focuses on the distribution of the ratio estimate,andits
conditional biasandthe leading term of the bias will be introduced.In this
chapter a simulation study is made to explore the distribution of the self
-weighting ratio estimate averaging over all possible sample allocations.The
distribution of self-weighting ratio estimate conditioned on a particular sample
allocation also is introduced,andthe chapter concludes with a comparison of
the self-weighting ratio estimate and the post stratified mean for the
populations under study.
In chapter 7the distribution of the post stratified combined ratio4
estimator is introducedandcompared to the self-weighting ratio
estimator.The distribution of the post stratified combined ratio estimator
conditioned on the sample allocation is discussedandsample variance
obtained.A computer simulation will be used in this chapter to explore the
distribution of the combined ratio estimator averaging over all possible sample
allocations. The distribution of the combined ratio estimator conditioned on the
sample allocation is also introduced.The chapter ends with analytical and
empirical comparisons between post stratified combinedand self-weighting
ratio estimates.
Chapter 8discusses the distribution of the post stratified separate ratio
estimator and compares it with the self-weighting ratio estimator. The
distribution of the post stratified separate ratio estimator conditioned on the
sample allocation is highlightedandsample variance obtained.A computer
simulation is used to explore the distribution of the separate ratio estimator
averaging over all possible sample allocations.The distribution of the separate
ratio estimator conditioned on the sample allocation is also introduced. The
chapter concludes with analytical andempirical comparisons between post
stratified separateandself-weighting ratio estimates.
Finally,chapter 9consists of an overviewandfinal conclusions of
the entire work presented in this thesis.5
2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
To improve the quality of estimates in sample surveys some kind of
weighting is often carried out.Post stratification is a popular weighting
methodandis considered desirable for two reasons:
1.It reduces the mean squared error (MSE) when averaged over all
possible samples.
2.It reduces conditional bias when conditioned on stratum sample size.
Post stratification is potentially more efficient than stratification before
sample selection,since after sampling the stratification factors can be chosen
in different ways for different sets of variables in order to maximize the gains
in precision. One would have thought that such a simple practical scheme
would feature prominent in most texts on sampling, but this is not the case.
As pointed by Holt and Smith(1979)it is seldom mentioned in text books,
andits place in the literature is modest.
In this chapter the post stratification concept is formulated, and
previous work dealing with methods1and2above is discussed.
2.1.The Problems and Notation
Suppose that the population under study comprises N units1,.. N.
Associated with unitiis an unknown variable Yiand a known auxiliary
variableXi .Assume the population can be partitioned intoL strata of sizes
L
N1, , NL, Nh = N,h=1, .,L
h=1
The stratum weights, meansandvariances are :6
Wh Nh N
LNh
vhi/N ,S2
h=1j =1
LNh
h-1j=1
2
(YhiY )/( N 1),
2 _2
Yh = Yhj/ Nh'Sh = Yhj- Yh)/(Nh-1),
A sample of fixed sizenis taken, which after selection falls into the strata
L
according to the vectorn =( nl,...nL), nh =n.
h=1
The components of n are not known until after the sample is drawn.
The sample yields values yhi,h =1,...,L,jes,where
denotes the set of units in the sample.
The sample proportion,meanandvariance in thehth stratum are:
wh nhn '
h Yhinh '
nh
2 2
sh Yhj Sr-11 nh 1)
j
The finite population correction factors aref= n/ N and fh = nh /Nh.
The post stratified estimator of Y ,assumes Nh known is given by
Yps Wh STh
h
(2.1)
It is clear that each stratum mean is weighted by the stratum proportion.
Thus if a sample is badly balanced for some characteristic the post stratified
estimator automatically corrects for this.
The variance of Yps depends on the sampling distribution to which itis related .There are two methods of calculating the variance ofSips
First,the variance can be determined by the distribution conditional on the
vector n of stratum sample sizes actually attained in the sample under study.
Second,the variance can be determined by the unconditional distribution
determined by all possible samples of fixed sizen.
The conditional variance of-Sipsis simply the usual variance for stratified
samples given by
2 2
V( ( SipsI) ) Wh (1- fh)Sh /nh
h
The unconditional variance is obtained by averaging(2.2)over all
possible distributions of n.This gives
22
V(Sips)= Wh ShE(nh-
1
)- Nh-1
)
h
2 2
((1-f) /n} EWhSh +Z( 1-Wh)Sh/n2
h h
whereE(nh-1 ) is obtained by the method of Stephen(1945),and
assumes nh > 0for allhandis given by
E( nh-1)=(1 / nWh )+ 2
(1Wh " n
2
Wh
7
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)
Ifnh =0for some h thenSipsis not definedand neithervariance
can be employed directly. One practical solution is to pool or collapse similar
strata.
Some authors advocate employing the unconditional variance(2.3)
including Hansen et al. (1953), Des Raj (1972), Cochran (1963),8
2 2
andKish (1965) with Sh estimated by sh .Others advocate the
conditional variance(2.2),such as Yates (1960),with Sh2estimated
bysh2.Durbin (1969)argued that the achieved sample size should be
treated as an ancillary statistic.CoxandHinkely(1974) adopt a similar
approachHolt and Smith (1979)argued that the inferences should be made
conditional on the achieved sample configuration.
Kalton in his discussion of Smith (1984) argued in favor of conditional
inferences with Sh
2estimated bysh2If there is an unbiased estimate of
the conditional variance,it is also unbiased for its unconditional variance.
Rao (1985) argued that the inference should be conditional on the observed
sample sizes if the sample sizes are random andtheir population distributions
is known.
Fuller (1966 )proposed an alternative procedure where the unconditional
framework is usually superior to that of collapsing empty strata.
Williams ( 1962 ) introduced a method for obtaining the unconditional variance
of a post stratified estimator in any type of sampling.
If the stratum boundaries are not suggested a priori,the variance of
Yrpsfor a given number of strataanda sample configurationis a function
of the location of the stratum demarcation points, whoseselection specifies
the values ofWhandSh2.2.2Previous Solutions
2.2.1An approximate formula for a post stratification variance
Williams (1962)presented a method for obtaining the unconditional
variance of a post stratified estimator in any type of sampling.His approach
was to use the variance of the ratio estimator to obtain an approximation for
the variance of a post stratified estimator.
Consider a sample of sizenthat has been drawn according to any
specified sampling scheme from a population of sizeN.Let?=Y (y)
denote an estimator of the population total,V( Y)=cr.2 (y)the sampling
variance of Y,andV(?)=a.? (y)an estimator ofV06
Y
Williams(1962)defined the following
yif the unit is in thehth stratum ,
0if the unit is not in thehth stratum
and
c = 1if the unit is in thehthstratum,
0if the unit is not in thehthstratum,
thenNh=Y (c),Yh= Y (y')are respectively,an estimator of
thehthstratum size,andthe stratum total.
Thus9h=?h / Nhis a ratio estimator of the stratum mean with
sampling approximately given by
V( Dh)
where
CT 2 CIO N
h
2
y-
0
Yh
9
if aunit is in thetchstratum,
if it is not.
Then the post stratified weighting estimator e./:)is given bywith variance
where
wh Dr'
h
V(p =02( W ) / N2
y- Yhif a unit is in thehth stratum,
(2.6)
10
(2.5)
= 0 if a unit is not,
h =1,2,...,L.
Thus in order to obtain the variance of-/:)in any type of sampling insert
the variant,winto the formula
designanddivide byN2.
012(17)
Y
in equation (2.6) of the specific
This is the main result obtained by Williams(1962)in the framework of
unconditional inferences for the post stratification of many types of samples.
This result should be used with caution when small sample sizes are employed,
since the post stratified estimator is assumed to be a ratio estimator.
2.2.2 An unbiased post stratified estimator admitting empty strata
Certain practical difficulties are associated with the fact that the size of
the sample falling in any particular stratum is a random variable .Thus,one
should either use strata large enough to reduce the probability of zero sample
size or use an estimation procedure for empty strata that has biases of
unknown magnitude.Fuller(1966) developed small sample estimators for two
post strata andcompared with pooling or collapsing procedures commonly
employed in practice.The estimators are not necessarily conditionally
unbiased for a particular sample configuration,but their conditionalMSE
might be smaller than that of the common post stratified estimator.
The estimation for two post strata shall be briefly stated.Given aSRSof11
sizenfrom a population known to containW1andW2 1 - W1
population proportions, the post stratified estimator of the mean is given by
Ai Yl+ 1-( Ai) y2 (2.7)
[where Az .E0,11is the weight applied to the mean of stratum1for
samples withi=0,1,2, - sample elements in stratum one.
Fuller(1966) also defined
A 0=0
An= 1
This indicates that the sample mean is used as the estimator if one of the
strata contains no sample elements.The conditionalMSEfor the estimator
givenisample elements in stratum one is given by
v.( A
z
.2 f
ii `
(
i
s
1
2(1-Ai)f2i(nli)S22
(2.8)
W1)2 v-2)2
where Ai (), (1- A)2 (
1 )are defined to be zero ifi= 0 -i
ori= nrespectively,
-n +i
fli= N2
andAtis obtained by minimizing(2.8)with respect to it.This gives
Ai
f21S22+i ( 1 - i)Wi ( -72 )2
(-) fii Si2+ if22S22 + i(n-i)(Yi-Y2
This estimator(2.7)is unbiased under the condition
E( -17hI nh ) ,nh >0.
)2
Fuller(1966) also generalized the two strata procedures using unequal
(2.9)12
probability sampling to any number of strata,where the population is first
divided into two groups and the groups are repeatedly divided into groups of
two.At the first subdivision,an unbiased estimator can be constructed
for each pair of strata.An example for fivestrata was given in the paper of
Fuller (1966 ),but the formula for the weights is very complicated thus making
it difficult for practical use.
2.2.3Post stratification as a robust technique
HoltandSmith (1979) argued that inferences should be made
conditional on the achieved sample configurationn .The unconditional
expected valuesandvariance could be used at the design stage before the
sample is drawn.
These authors compared the post stratified estimateYpsdefined in(2.1)
with the self-weighting estimator
This estimator can be defined as
Ysw Yhjn wh 1711
hjs
Yswwith a simple random sample(SRS)
andconditional onnthe conditional expectation is given by
E {( YswI n ))=Y- h( Wh-
h
wh
(2.10)
(2.11)
The last expression is the conditional bias.Thus the conditionalMSEof
Yswis given by
MSE {( Ysw I n ))=
2
2 Sh
wh 1f)hnh
h
2
( Whwh )}(2.12)Comparing theMSEin(2.12)with the variance ofYrpsin(2.2) gives
MSE{( -ksw I n )} - V{( SipsI n )}{E( Whwh
w?iWh2 "4-
h
2
)}
2
Sh
( 1 - fh )
13
(2.13)
The difference in(2.13)is either positive or negative depending on the
sample configurationnrelative to the post strata meanandvariances.
Hence, HoltandSmith (1979) could not say that one estimator is
uniformly better than the other,but their empirical investigation indicated
that post stratification offers protection against unfavorable sample
configurationsandshould be viewed as a robust technique.
2.3.Populations Used for Empirical Study
In this section four varieties of real and artificial populations are
introduced to compare self-weighting and post stratified estimators.Two
populations are real in the sense that genuine data have been used to obtain the
values for the stratum means, populationsand variance.These two
populations are obtained from an agricultural survey.The other populations
are generated from linear models.Further details of which are given in Table
2.1.14
Table 2.1.Populations used in empirical study
Population source:Model Generated
CaseStrata Description
1. 3 y c+x+cz, where c= .1
xhas chi square distribution with one
degree of freedom and zhas standard
normal distribution.
2. 3 y is generated from the above model where
xhas chi square distribution with
three degree of freedom.
Population source: Agricultural Survey
Case StrataStudy variable Stratification variable
3. 4 Corn production Farm size
4. 4 Wheat production Farm size15
3.THE USE OF AN AUXILIARY VARIABLE IN POST STRATIFICATION
When the relationship between the study and auxiliary variables is
linear one approach to determining the stratum boundaries is to employ
Dalenius equations on the auxiliary variable.In this chapter,the problem
of optimum post stratification is presented under the condition that
stratification is carried out on a known auxiliary variable.Our interest is
primarily concerned with whether this approach provides stratification offering
reasonable improvements over stratification based on arbitrary or categorical
boundaries,andwhether it ismore efficient thanSRS.
In the next section,optimum stratification is introducedand the
best boundaries are derived using DaleniusandGurney equations.
In the third section,the choice of strata boundaries based on the auxiliary
variable using Dalenius's original equations is introduced.
Comparisons will then be made between the post stratified estimator obtained by
this approach andthat obtained based on categorical boundaries.Since
stratification is employed after taking the SRS, the choice of boundaries is
made under proportional allocation which is the expected allocation.
3.1.Optimum Stratification
The term" optimum stratification "refers to choosing those stratum
boundaries that minimize the variance of the stratified random sampling
estimate of the population mean when the number of strata and the method of
allocationare fixed.The problem was first examined theoretically by
Dalenius( 1950 ),andhis method shall be considered briefly.The theories16
of sample surveys are based on sampling from a finite population.
Since this approach involves the use of detailed algebra,we will begin by
supposing that the study population' s distribution can be represented by the
probability distribution function,f(y), y < b
If a < y1 < y2 < ... <yL< bare the points of demarcation between the L
strata,then the mean and the variance of the study variable within thehth
stratum can be defined by
Yh Yh
Whaf(t) dt, Whgh =t f(t) dt,
J
Y11-14, Yh-1
h
2 t2 f(t) dt
2 Whcrh = Whgh
Yh-1
(3.1)
for h 1,2, ...,L.Withf(y)known and the number of strata
considered fixed,the variance of for proportion allocation,
V(( I/I prop ) },is a function of the stratum boundaries only.Ifthe
finite population correction factor is ignoredthis gives
2
V{(I prop )} Whh/ n
Thus,to determine the bestboundariesyhthat provide the greatest
reduction in(3.2)differentiate E Who-h2with respect to yh
andequate the expression thus obtained to zero
3V{(I prop ))
ayh
0 h=1,2, ...,L-1.
(3.2)After some manipulation( see Des raj (1972) page. 70 )this gives
1
Yh 2 gh+1
17
(3.3)
This shows that the best yh value is the average of the two strata means
which it separates.The problem is that yhwill have to be found
iteratively,since the value of11hdepends onyhand this is difficult
to solve. Other values foryhare obtained for optimumandequal
allocations but we will only study the proportion allocation since post
stratification closely resembles this allocation.
DaleniusandGurney (1951) considered the problem of optimum
stratification when stratification was carried out on a specific auxiliary
variable.They assumed that the two variables were related by the
relationship y= g(x) +e,whereXis the auxiliary variable with
probability distribution function f(x),a' S x S b',andwhereeis
the random deviation ofYfrom the regression liney ----g(x),Xande
are uncorrelated,E(e) = 0. The moments ofYwithin the strata can be
expressed as a function of the stratum moments ofg(x)andX,thus
making the variance ,V(( ILI prop))a function of the stratum boundaries with
respect to the auxiliary variable,a' < x1 < x2 <... < xL_1 <b'.Using the
model obtained by SinghandSukhatme(1969),the following may be
defined
xh
Wh f (t) dt,
xh-1xh
Wh E[ g(X) Ih] g(t) f(t) dt
J
2
crh
xh-1
El g(X )2I h) -E[ g(X) I h 12
xh
and Wh crhe 0(t) f(t) dt 0 (X) I h (x)=varf e I x )
J
xh-1
withha1,2,...,L.Substituting these functions into equation(3.2)
the boundaries of the optimum stratification are the solutions of
avRI prop ))
axh
0 h 1,2,. L-1.
The resulting equation is given by
g (xh)
E[ g (X) I h l+
2
g(X) I h+11 (3.4)
18
As was true with equation(3.3)the Dalenius-Gurney equation(3.4) must be
solved iteratively, andthis calculation can ratherdifficult.For this
reason, approximate rules have been found in which the variance can be
reduced directly. The most practical approach,in terms of balancing ease of
solution andat the same time including the most information about the
functional relationship between the studyandauxiliary variables,seems to
be the cum H(x)rules,i.e.those equations of the form
xh
jH (t) dt constant
xh-1
b'
H (t) dt
a'
L h=1,2,...,L-1.
(3.5)19
where the boundaries that solve these equations equalize the cumulative affect
of the function11 (x).Thomsen (1976)obtained an approximation to
Dalenius' s equation having this H (x)rule form,that is,cum34765
rule forproportional allocation.Singh (1975)generatedan analogous
cumI-1(x)underproportional allocationgiven by
11(x)=34(f (x)g'(x)+ 0 0(x)]) ,0 12 L2
2
( b' - a' )
(3.6)
Chester (1980)showed that this cum H(x)in(3.6)was the best rule for
both linear and nonlinear relationships betweenYandX,that can be
reduced to3 47 when the relationship is just simple linear.
It was also established (Chester,1980) that the most efficient number of strata
usually lies between threeandeight strata.
3.2The Choice of Stratum Boundaries Based on the Auxiliary Variable
Suppose thatYandX are linearly correlated, Xhas the
distribution function f(x),1)0 S x S bt.andf(y,x)is the joint
distribution,andE( Y I h)sE( Y I bh4 S x 5 bh ).
Thus the variance ofYpsdefined in(3.2)is a function of stratum
boundaries .For comparison(3.2)can be written in the form
V( ( STps(,) I prop ) )
1 2 W Shhu) (3.7)
where a finite population correction factor is ignored, and the subscript(i)
refers to the stratification based on arbitrary boundaries for proportionalallocation.
Define
20
Wh
and
bh
bh-1
the
f(x) dx
density ofY
awh
f (bh) ,
may be written as
and
within stratum
abh
h
bh
gh(y) [ y 1 x ) f (x) dx.
WhJh
bh-1
The meanandvariance ofYwithin stratumhare given by
gyh=fY gh(y)dy
Y
2
Syh ygyid2 gh(y) dy=I y2gh(y) dy - y gh(y)dy}
J
Y Y Y
Wh gh(Y) dY
Wh Syh
2
I Y2Wh gh(Y) dY (3.8)
bh
Y
f (x) dx
bh-1
By substituting the above equations into(3.7),the best boundariesbh that
provide the greatest reduction in this variance are the solution of the
equations:
8V{yps) I prop) }
abh 0 ,h=1,2,...,L-1
2
This is equivalent to minimizing Wh Shwith respect tobh,and is21
2 2
sufficient to differentiateWh Sh+Wh+1 Sh+1 with respect tobh.
From equation(3.8) we have
bh
2
(1E( Y I X ) f(x) dx bh 2
awn Sh al IE( Y21 X ) f(x) dx
bh-1
abh bh bh
bh-1
J
f(x) dx
bh -1
E( Y2 1 X = bh )f(bh)2 E(YI h)2E(Y1Xbh)/(bh) + E2(Y1h)/(bh)
Similarly ,
2
8Wh+1 Sh+1
3bh - E(Y21Xbh)f(bh)
+ 2 E(Y1h+1) E(YIX= bh)f(bh)E2(Y1h+1)f(bh)
a 2 2
Thus'313hWh Sh Wh+1 Sh+1 I 0 ,gives
2 (E ( YI X.-1)h )E( Y1 h+1)-E( YI h ))=E2 ( Y1 h+1 )-E2 ( Y1 h )
This implies
E( Y 1 Xbh ) Y I h )+E( Y 1 h+1 )
2
SinceYis linearly correlated toX,then(3.9)is true if
E( X 1 h )+E( X 1 h+1 ) bh
2
(3.9)
(3.10)22
where h=1,2,...,L-1.This resultin(3.10)coincides with
the equation(3.4)obtained by DaleniusandGurney(1951)using the
model of Singhand Sukhatmes (1969).
Certainly,if one uses these boundaries for stratification,the post stratified
estimatorVpsizwould have less variance than the variance ofV
However , as was the case with equation(3.4),equation(3.10)must be
solved iteratively since the means depend on the boundaries.
An approximation method ,due to Singh(1975)and Thomsen(1976)
to minimize(3.7)is as follows:
bt_
let Z ( x)=I 1f (x)dx
b 0
If the strata are numerous and narrow,f(x)should be approximately
constant within a given stratum .Hence
Wh
bh
(x) dx fh( bhbh-1 )
bh-1
bh
Zh -Zh-1=
1
3.47670 dx
-:-..
3P--1-1 ( bhbh-1 )
bh-1
wheref his a" constant" value off(x)in stratumh .Substituting
these equations in(3.7)we have
2
12 Wh Sh fh ( bhbh -1)= E(Zh- Zh-1 )
h h h23
Since( Zh -Zh_1 )is fixed ,the sum to the right of the equation is
minimized by making( Zh -Zh-1 )constant.
Givenf (x), to construct strata ,the rule is to form the cumulative
value of34 f(x) andchoose thexh so that they create equal intervals
on the cum3Wc) scale.
From the above argument it can be concluded that the post stratified
estimate based on optimum boundaries is better than that obtained based on
arbitrary boundaries,so that in all following sections the above
cum3,1(70approximation will be used to estimate the best boundaries that
form the strata.2.4
4.DISTRIBUTION OF THE SELF-WEIGHTING MEAN
The self-weighting estimatorYswdefined in(2.10)is known to be
unbiased underSRSwith variance
2
V(Yrsw)m( 1- f)S/n ( 4.1)
HoweverYiswis a biased estimator conditional on the sample allocation.
The conditional expectationandMSEofysware given in(2.11)and
(2.12)respectively.
Hence,the conditional bias of-kswis given by
E {(Ysw Irby)
17 ( yin Wh ) ( 4.2 )
h
The bias is zero when the sample is proportionally distributed over strata,
that is,whenwh =Wh.The bias is also zero whenYhis constant
for all h.In other cases the estimator is conditionally biased.However,
when referred to the unconditional sampling distribution,Sisw,is always
deemed to be unbiased even for samples with highly disproportionate allocations
across post strata.25
4.1.The Distribution of Y-sw
For each population under study given in Table2.1with a known
auxiliary variable,stratum boundaries will be determined by the cum 3W;)
approximation rule,and stratum meansandvariances will be estimated from
the sample.For any given sample allocationn,calculate the sample
2 variances-Yswof37swthat has the usual form
2s
Ysw=( 1 - f ) s2 /n ( 4.3 )
ands2is theSRSsample variance.
A computer simulation was used to explore the distributions of
tgW
Ysw ( 4.4 )
The achieved sample allocation may be obtained by generating one uniform
deviate on the range( 0, 1)for each member of the sample. These random
numbers were then used to determine from which stratum each individual was
drawn andso gaven ;the value oftswthen can be calculated.
The entire process was repeated1000times for each populationandfor
each total sample size,andthe distributions of tgwwere explored.
To avoid any problems a sample allocation of one or zero in any stratum was
rejected,but the total sample size andstratum proportions in each case
were such as to make this extremely unlikely.Thus,the overall impression
of the results obtained should essentially remain unaffected.
Table4.1contains the 1st,5th,10th,20th,...,90th,95th,99th26
percentiles oftswfor the four cases under study ( seeTable2.1).
Table4.1shows thattswhas a distribution similar to theZ
distribution in the two artificial cases1and2,but it is not similar toZ
inthe other two cases( 3and4 )when sample sizes are relatively small.
4.2The Distribution ofYswConditioned On The Sample Configuration
We have argued that the self-weighting mean is conditionally biased,
andthe conditional bias is defined in(4.2).In this section another
simulation study is made to explore the distribution ofSias,conditioning
on a particular sample allocation.For each population in Table2.1the
stratum proportions are used as a set of multinomial probabilities,assuming
large strata,and the achieved sample allocation is obtained by repeating the
sampling process until the required allocationnis obtained.Thetsw
can then be calculated.The entire process was repeated1000 times for each
populationandfor three allocations,namely proportional allocation (prop),
disproportional but sample units are allocated relative to stratum size (propn),
and disproportional allocation(propd).The latter allocations were chosen in
order to study the performance of the estimates when the sample allocation is
altered from the proportion allocation.For example,in case1the
population is post stratified into three strata with sample proportion,
fh = nh/Nh was chosen such that:f1= 0.050.050.05,f2 = 0.030.200.26,
and13 = 0.01 0.200.65 under prop,propn,and propd respectively.In case
2fh was chosen such that:f1 = 0.050.050.05,f2 = 0.040.050.14,and
f3 = 0.020.080.21respectively.For cases 3and4where the populations
were post stratified into four strata,the sample proportion f h was chosen such27
that:f1 = 0.040.040.040.04,f20.020.050.050.23,f3 = 0.020.07
0.020.45 under prop,propn, and propd respectively.
Table 4.2contains the 1st,5th,10th,20th, ...,90th,95th,99th
percentiles oftswfor the four cases under studyandunder three
allocations.
It is evident from Table4.2thattswhas a distribution similar to the
Z distribution under the prop allocation,but under the propnandpropd
allocations,percentiles indicate thattsw
suggesting that ST-swis biased upward.
has only positive percentiles,
It is a good idea to plot percentiles of the distribution oftsw,against
the percentiles ofZdistribution that are presented for comparative
purposes in Table4.2.Figures4.1- 4.4clearly show the conditional bias
of3isw ,in particular when the sample allocation is altered from the
proportional allocation.Table4.1.Percentile o f the distribution o f
tsw=ysw - Y ) / ,andtps=( Yps -) /
Ysw Ypsin
Percentiles
Case1.
of tsw
Sample Size
300
tps
Sample Size
300
z
100 200 100 200
1% -2.40-3.13-2.66-2.79-2.87-2.73-2.33
5% -1.71-1.94-1.87-1.87-2.00-1.94-1.65
10% -1.28-1.46-1.45-1.58-1.54-1.53-1.28
20% -0.78-0.94-0.92-1.00-0.93-0.96-0.84
30% -0.45-0.57-0.58-0.63-0.61-0.64-0.52
40% -0.17-0.25-0.28-0.31-0.28-0.34-0.25
50% 0.09-0.01-0.01-0.03-0.05-0.040.0
60% 0.290.250.240.220.190.260.25
70% 0.540.500.490.480.480.540.52
80% 0.830.820.810.850.800.840.84
90% 1.241.181.171.301.241.241.28
95% 1.501.451.531.671.491.641.65
99% 2.072.082.202.252.312.152.33
Case2.
1% -2.87-2.73-2.36-2.42-2.22-2.17
5% -1.81-1.75-1.72-1.62-1.59-1.69
10% -1.32-1.30-1.31-1.19-1.24-1.27
20% -0.81-0.85-0.83-0.78-0.76-0.81
30% -0.49-0.45-0.46-0.43-0.44-0.53
40% -0.25-0.22-0.20-0.19-0.19-0.23
50% 0.03-0.040.020.060.07-0.03
60% 0.270.290.250.280.290.22
70% 0.510.520.500.540.510.50
80% 0.790.800.830.850.810.75
90% 1.211.171.221.251.211.19
95% 1.541.451.491.661.541.60
99% 2.192.031.992.272.322.16
2829
Table4.1.Continued
Percentilesof
Sample
tsw
Size
tps
Sample Size
Case3. 100 200 300 100 200 300
1% -2.14-2.58-2.91-2.87-3.10-2.99
5% -1.35-1.71-1.97-1.99-2.03-1.93
10% -0.94-1.38-1.53-1.50-1.49-1.41
20% -0.50-0.89-0.99-1.00-0.94-0.89
30% -0.17-0.54-0.62-0.59-0.59-0.56
40% 0.09-0.25-0.33-0.29-0.32-0.28
50% 0.35 0.02-0.08-0.03-0.08-0.02
60% 0.530.27 0.170.190.15 0.24
70% 0.750.55 0.420.480.42 0.51
80% 0.970.78 0.770.820.72 0.80
90% 1.27 1.17 1.07 1.16 1.14 1.14
95% 1.52 1.36 1.38 1.41 1.41 1.44
99% 1.93 1.88 1.87 1.90 1.82 2.11
Case4.
1% -4.06-3.75-2.79-4.28-3.62-2.79
5% -2.52-2.40-2.15-2.91-2.49-2.08
10% -1.82-1.79-1.64-2.09-1.81-1.53
20% -0.99-1.12-0.99-1.24-1.14-0.93
30% -0.53-0.65-0.63-0.72-0.75-0.62
40% -0.17-0.34-0.30-0.41-0.39-0.27
50% 0.13-0.04-0.05-0.09-0.09 0.0
60% 0.360.26 0.160.200.20 0.21
70% 0.580.450.49 0.450.460.49
80% 0.82 0.75 0.71 0.700.720.76
90% 1.17 1.11 1.10 1.01 1.07 1.17
95% 1.44 1.41 1.48 1.35 1.43 1.53
99% 1.902.04 1.93 1.93 2.09 2.10Table 4.2.Percentile of the distribution of
taw=t yisy, - ) ,and tps=( ypsY)/ 52-
Ypsin
for various casesandallocations
Percentiles
Case 1.
of tsw
Sample allocation
tps
Sample Allocation
z
prop propnpropdproppropnpropd
1% -1.044.128.57-2.06-3.21-5.83-2.33
5% -0.744.298.84-1.62-2.05-2.71-1.65
10% -0.594.408.97-0.96-1.56-1.88-1.28
20% -0.324.549.14-0.65-0.95-1.12-0.84
30% -0.184.649.28-0.32-0.61-0.72-0.52
40% -0.034.729.41-0.07-0.28-0.35-0.25
50% 0.104.819.560.12-0.01-0.090.0
60% 0.234.909.690.200.240.160.25
70% 0.365.009.880.480.480.390.52
80% 0.575.1310.050.810.790.680.84
90% 0.775.3210.421.221.231.071.28
95% 0.955.4710.711.591.461.431.65
99% 1.215.7711.172.162.022.172.33
Case2.
1% -0.851.434.63-2.74-2.43-3.04
5% -0.511.614.80-1.74-1.74-1.83
10% -0.341.724.92-1.32-1.27-1.30
20% -0.151.865.09-0.80-0.80-0.84
30% -0.011.965.21-0.47-0.48-0.54
40% 0.082.045.31-0.23-0.21-0.29
50% 0.202.125.400.060.060.05
60% 0.302.205.490.280.310.23
70% 0.412.285.610.560.570.50
80% 0.512.365.720.830.810.84
90% 0.692.495.921.251.231.35
95% 0.842.616.081.641.611.82
99% 1.022.836.372.142.322.54
3031
Table4.2.Continued
Percentiles
Case3.
of tsw
Sample allocation
tps
Sample Allocation
proppropnpropdproppropnpropd
1% -1.632.00 3.20-3.03-2.60-3.39
5% -1.13 2.21 3.40-2.04-1.76-2.03
10% -0.79 2.31 3.47-1.57-1.32-1.58
20% -0.53 2.43 3.59-1.04-0.87-1.03
30% -0.34 2.52 3.68-0.66-0.53-0.61
40% -0.14 2.61 3.74-0.36-0.27-0.29
50% 0.0 2.68 3.80-0.080.0 -0.02
60% 0.14 2.75 3.870.170.24 0.21
70% 0.282.83 3.930.440.49 0.47
80% 0.432.92 4.01 0.730.76 0.75
90% 0.66 3.04 4.13 1.13 1.14 1.16
95% 0.853.134.27 1.53 1.49 1.52
99% 1.08 3.354.402.20 2.04 1.95
Case4.
1% -3.84-0.20 1.40-4.15-3.93-4.58
5% -2.49 0.56 1.77-2.70-2.39-2.79
10% -1.84 0.87 1.96-1.97-1.80-2.22
20% -1.10 1.22 2.16-1.26-1.15-1.48
30% -0.63 1.392.30-0.73-0.76-0.89
40% -0.30 1.56 2.43-0.39-0.38-0.49
50% -0.04 1.69 2.54-0.08-0.10-0.16
60% 0.17 1.84 2.640.170.220.17
70% 0.41 1.97 2.760.430.500.42
80% 0.692.14 2.880.740.76 0.66
90% 0.97 2.34 3.06 1.12 1.10 1.04
95% 1.202.54 3.20 1.51 1.44 1.32
99% 1.592.87 3.42 2.002.07 1.81190
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5.DISTRIBUTION OF POST STRATIFIED MEAN
In section2.1the distribution ofYipswas introducedandthe
conditional variance dependiiii-, upon the sampling distribution was given in(2.2).
Moreover the unconditional variance, which depends upon the unconditi1r.R1
distribution determined by all possible samples of fixed sizen,is given in
(2.3).HoltandSmith( 1979 )andRao (1985)argued that the inferences
should be made conditional on the achieved sample configuration.
The distribution of the post stratified mean using conditional inference
for different sample sizes is introduced in the next section,averaging over all
possible sample configurations.In the third section the distribution of the
post stratified mean conditioned on the sample configuration is studied under
three different configurations.In section four,comparison of post stratified
meanandself-weighting mean is introduced.
5.1The Distribution ofYips
The computer simulation mentioned in section4.1was also used to
explore the distribution of
wheres2-
YpsIn
tps (Yips-Y ) / \s2_
,pstri
is the post stratified sample variance given by
2E s-
Y W(1 - f) 5.
2/nh
h
ps1 n h hn
( 5.1 )
( 5.2 )34
Table4.1contains the 1st,5th,10th,20th, ...,90th,95th,99th
percentiles oftpsfor the four cases under study which are given in Table
2.1.From Table4.1it is evident thattpshas a distribution similar to
theZ distribution even when relatively small sample sizes are employed for
all cases.
5.2The Distribution ofSipsConditioned on the Sample Configuration
In this section the simulation study carried out in section4.2is
employed to explore the distribution of
sample allocation.
;ipsconditioning on a particular
Table 4.2contains the 1st,5th,10th,20th, ...,90th,95th,99th
percentiles ofthe distributions oftpsfor the four cases under studyand
under the three allocations.The percentiles indicate thattpshas
approximately a Z distributionin cases 2and 3under the three
allocations,whereas incases 1and4percentiles indicate that tps has
some bias in the lower tail under propn andpropd allocations.This bias
might be due to the absence of the study variable in some sample units.For
example,in case4there are several farms containing no wheat. However,
Table 5.2 shows that the relative bias with respect to the population mean is
very smalland could be neglected.
Figures5.1 - 5.4emphasize the above argumentandclearly show
thattpshas approximately Z distribution.5.3 Comparison of Post StratifiedandSelf-Weighting Means
After sampling,if inferences are to be made conditional on the
achieved sample configuration ,nthen it is natural to compare the
performance of alternative estimators also conditional onn.Holt and
Smith (1979) made comparisons between the conditionalMSEof9.SW
35
and
the conditionalvariance ofSips;the difference in(2.19)was either
positive or negative depending on the sample configuration ,n.These were
then compared empirically for a variety of real and artificial populations
assuming that stratum sizes,means andvariances were known .
In the next section the same comparison will be presented between the
two estimators using "optimum" boundaries for stratification,and stratum
means andvariances estimated from the sample.
On the other hand,if the inferences are to be made unconditional the
variance ofSiswthat is defined by
V( ST-)=(1 -f ) S2 /n
could be compared with the unconditional variance ofSipsdefined in (2.3).
This gives
2 2
V( ysw )-V(Sips) 1" s2- wh Sh-
n2-E(1 - Wh) Sh
h
( 5.3 )
It is possible for(5.3)to be either positive or negative depending on the
sample allocation relative to the post strata variances.As is true for the
above comparison using conditional inferences, it is also true here thatno
estimator is uniformly better than the other.36
5.4.An Empirical Comparison of "SiswandSips
Equation(2.19)shows that neitherYrswnorSipsis necessarily
uniformly better in terms of conditionalMSE.This section reports the
results of comparisons made between the two estimators for a variety of real
andartificial populations.
For any population with a known auxiliary variable,stratum boundaries
will be determined bycum3,FRTC) approximation rule,and stratum means
and variances will be estimated from the sample.For any given sample
2 allocationn,calculate the sample variances-
YaofSiswandthe
sample variances-of andandthen calculate the design effect,K
Yps
2 2
K s-i s-
Ysw YpsIn ( 5.4 )
The computer simulation designed in section 4.1 is used to explore the
distributions ofK .
Table5.1contains the1st,5th,10th,90th,95th,and
99thpercentiles ofKfor a variety of populations are given in Table2.1.
In each population,the proportion of the total variance of the auxiliary
variable accounted by the within stratum component , defined by
R
2
Nh Sh
2
NhhS2 Nh (Xh-X )
h h
( 5.5 )
This would be a measure of the potential value of stratification,i.e. where R
is small,the post stratification is efficient.Table5.1shows the potential impact of post stratification.For
example for cases 1and2,percentiles indicate that the ratio of sample
variance of y"to the sample variance ofSipsis greater than one.This
suggests thatTipsis much better than 375W
37
The conclusion to be drawn
from these two cases is that the gains of post stratification are great at no
cost in precision. For case3,which is an agricultural survey example,
percentiles indicate that post stratified estimator is better at almost no cost
where the corn productionandthe stratification variable ,farm size ,
are highly correlated.However,incase4(a wheat production example )
the gains from post stratification are greater in the upper tailwhere 10per
cent of the samples drawn led to a gain of at least 65per cent,andfive
per cent of the samples led to gains in excess of 77 per cent .The cost of
stratification at the lower tail,where 5 per cent of the samplesK is less
than 0.79,and10 per cent of the samples, Kis less than0.91.This
indicates thatyewis slightly better thanrips ,andthisloss in the lower
tail might be due to the fact that some farms contain no wheat.
Comparisons may be made of the percentiles of the distributions oftsw
and tpsinTable4.1and the percentiles of the distribution oftsw
andtp,conditioned on the sample allocations for the same variety of
populationsinTable 4.2 . From Table4.1,percentiles indicate that
tpshas adistribution similar to theZ distribution even with relatively
small samplesizefor all the cases. However,this is not the case for the
distribution oftsw. While the distribution of the latter is similar to the Z
distribution in the two cases 1and2,it is not similar to Z inthe other
two cases3and4where sample sizes are relatively small.Table4.238
contains percentiles of the distribution of tswandtpsfor the cases under
study,andprop, propnandpropd allocations respectively. The
percentiles indicate thattswandtpshave,in some cases,
approximately the same distribution while in the other cases these distributions
differed under theprop. For example,in case4tswandtp, have
almost the same distribution, but in case2the percentiles oftsw have a
shorter range. However,tswandtps would have the same distribution
for large samples under this allocation.On the other hand, under the
propnandpropd allocations,percentiles indicate thattswhas only
positive percentiles,suggesting thatSiswis biased upward.
Table5.2contains the percentiles of the distribution of
K=s-
2s-
2for the three different allocations.The percentiles
Ysw YPSln
indicate thatYpsis more efficient thanYsw for all casesandfor all
allocations,but the gains vary from one allocation to another.For
example,in all the cases post stratification led to gains with a moderate range
for theprop,but when the allocation altered from prop the gains encompassed
a greater range. This result demonstrates that the self-weighting mean,Ysw,
ispoor in unbalanced samples.On the other hand,the post stratified mean,
Yps,appeared tobalance out the conditional bias.
Comparing the graphs in Figures4.1-4.4with those in Figures 5.1 - 5.4
also emphasize the above results and show the conditional bias ofSi.w.
On the other hand,the graphs show that-7.psis conditionally unbiased.
The conditional bias ofS7swwas evaluated relative to the population mean for
the four cases under studyand under the three different allocationsand
reported in Table5.3 where in all cases the relative bias was small under prop,39
andnumerous under propn and propd allocations.For example,in case3
the relative bias of Yswwas 0.4,70.9,and132 per cent of the population
mean for prop,propnand propdrespectively.
At this juncture,it is important to emphasize that another computer
simulation was used to explore the distributions ofK, t$Wandtps
the unconditional variances for the same populations.For any sample
using
allocation, stratum sample varianceandmeans were estimated, andK,tps
were calculated as above by replacing the conditional sample variances
2
Ypsln
with the unconditional variance s2_ was defined in(2.3) for
"ips
2 2 replacingShbysh'
The percentiles indicated that the post stratified mean was more efficient
than the self-weighting mean in allcases except case 4where post
stratification provided considerable gains in the upper tail.However, the
design effect,K,decreasedinthe lower tail,suggesting thatsis
slightly better in this area.These results compare favorably with those
discussed above using the conditional inferences.
Collectively,the comparisons indicate that post stratification is an
efficient approach when the boundaries are obtained based on a proper
stratification auxiliary variable,andit is more efficient than the SRS
in reducing theMSE.
Furthermore,there is strong evidence that the post stratified estimator
is a robust estimator against poorly distributed samples.However,in
situations with heavily unequal post stratum variances it is possible for the
design effect,K, to decrease.On the other hand ,empirical investigations
suggested that the self-weighting mean is very poor when the samples are40
unbalanced.
Finally,assuming that the condition of the Central Limit Theorem
holds true,the confidence intervals for any particular sample allocation based
on the post stratified mean contain the population mean at the appropriate
confidence level,but the confidence interval based on the self-weighting mean
may not.41
Table5.1.Percentiles of the distribution of K,the ratio of s-
2/ s-
2
Yew Ypsin
for various cases having proportion R of total variance
within strata
CaseNo. of
Strata
R Sample
Size
Percentilesof
10%
K
90%95% 99% 1% 5%
1. 3 .26 100 1.582.512.795.676.257.52
200 1.512.602.884.965.326.03
300 2.132.773.034.745.065.48
2. 3 .18 100 1.933.313.887.357.899.07
200 3.094.004.396.827.177.77
300 3.704.274.616.556.797.29
3. 4 .157 100 1.361.882.207.448.7312.18
200 .851.321.755.456.288.03
500 .771.301.714.254.695.64
4. 4 .16 100 .55 .79 .912.853.695.98
200 .46 .68 .831.982.403.39
500 .53 .77 .891.651.772.08
Table5.2.Percentiles of the distribution of K,the ratio of s-
2/ s-
2
YswYpsin
for various casesandallocations
CaseNo. of
Strata
R Sample
Allocation 1%
Percentilesof
90%
K
95% 99% 5% 10%
1. 3 .26 prop 2.633.043.283.623.894.14
propn 3.193.794.2011.4013.2619.53
propd 0.971.281.528.0011.7326.78
2. 3 .18 prop 4.184.715.007.658.399.80
propn 6.677.347.9012.5913.4515.87
propd 3.914.504.8510.1311.7614.75
3. 4 .157 prop 1.521.902.095.926.878.59
propn 6.808.414.4825.5328.5034.69
propd 5.327.319.2136.6241.5057.87
4. 4 .16 prop 1.021.051.07 1.892.544.31
propn 1.622.002.329.8811.6115.61
propd 0.871.361.7817.2121.3431.1142
Table5.3.Relative Bias of the estimates under study for various
casesandallocations
Case Allocation Yisw-?1%I Sirsw-VI% IPs"--cll%I Krprc-c11%
Y
I Yprs-7I%
Y Y Y Y
1. prop 2.00 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.20
propn 129.00 5.30 0.20 0.10 0.50
propd 263.00 6.90 0.40 0.50 0.20
2. prop 2.00 0.10 0.20 0.0 0.0
propn 29.60 0.70 0.20 0.0 0.0
propd 73.70 1.40 0.10 0.0 0.10
3. prop 0.40 0.20 0.04 0.12 0.0
propn 70.90 3.50 0.0 0.14 0.10
propd 132.00 4.60 0.0 0.0 0.04
4. prop 2.00 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.90
propn 4.60 2.70 0.30 0.20 0.10
propd 114.90 3.60 0.10 0.20 0.10100
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Figure5.1the distributions of tps for case 1
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Figure5.2. the distributions of tps for case 2
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show that there is small biasunder propn and propd. show that thei*e is no bias under propn and propd.
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Figure5.3the distributions of tps for case 3
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Figure5.4. the distributions of tps for case 4
show that the is smallbias under propn and propd.44
6.DISTRIBUTION OF SELF-WEIGHTED RATIO ESTIMATOR
With an auxiliary variable that is highly correlated with the study
variable,ratio estimates for the population mean or total improve the
estimation.However,RoyallandCumberland(1981)pointed out that
ratio estimatesandthe estimated variances can be conditionally biased
unless the sample is balanced with respect to the auxiliary variable.
In the next section the distribution of the ratio estimateandits
conditionalandunconditional bias will be introduced.
In the third section a simulation study is made to explore the
distribution of the self-weighting ratio estimate averaging over all possible
sample allocations.
In the fourth section,the distribution of self-weighting ratio estimate
is explored conditioning on a particular sample allocation.
In the fifth section, comparison of the post stratified meanandthe
self-weighting ratio is introduced from the analyticalandempirical points of
view for the populations under study.45
6.1Ratio Estimate and the Bias
After sampling,if inferences are to be made conditional on the sample
allocation,n,then in order to compare the performance of the self-weighting
ratioestimate,YrswitsMSEshould be also conditional.
Yrswcan be written as
Yrsw X Ysw / Tcsw=X R ( 6.1 )
whereSiswis defined in(2.10),Ris the estimate of the ratio estimator
Y/ X,andconditional onn,the leading term in the conditional
bias when it is expanded in a Taylor's series is obtained as follow
R YswRsw
3 R)+ Ysw )( rcsw X
aysw k axsw
_2 2 + -1( ysw
-
NI 12 )1 a + 1 (rsw
2 as7.2sw 5(2
+( Yrsw )( Rsw
The conditional expectation is
_ X)(
28
a R2sw Y, X
- )i_a2R._
aYsw axsviy,5{
- 2 E(k I n) R
Y
-RB-x) +
-2
2 (1
"
)
(R-Sxh nh Sxh- 2 2 R ohS _ _Sxh)
Xhwhere and
given by
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B are the conditional bias ofSiand Fcrespectively
B
Y= E ( whWh ) Yh
h
-- BxE(whWh )h
h
Thus the conditional bias of TSWis given by
, E(S7rsw I n) - Y =(RBR-By[ 1 + ..--(21.j+ BC ( 6.2 )
where Bis the leading term of the bias corresponding to that obtained by
Cochran (1977) on page161,that is defined by
BC w121 (1 ) (R2Sxh- 2 R ph SyhSxh)
3-Ch
This bias is obtained from the second order approximation of Taylor's
( 6.3 )
expansion.However,the conditional bias would be only the first term in
the first part of equation(6.2).That is
(RB-fc-By) ( 6.3 )
when the first order approximation of Taylor's series is used.
A simulation study was made to explore the leading element in the conditional
biasandthe results are presented in Table6.1.Empirical investigation
suggested that the leading term of the conditional bias is the simple form in
(6.3) that derived from the first order approximation.
Thus the conditionalMSEofYrswusing equation(6.3)is given byMSE(YrswInl 2(1 -fh)
(S
2
+ R2S2 whnh Sxh
2
(RBR--By)
-2 RphSyhSxhi
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( 6.4 )
Cochran (1979) gave two alternative formulae for the sample estimate of
the variance of SirTSWOne form is
2
Yr
(1 - f ) 2 -2 ( sy + R sx- 2R syx )
whenXis not known,andthe alternative form is
2 2 S S
Yar
X2
-x2
wheresy ,sx
2andsyxare the usual sample variancesand
( 6.5 )
( 6.6 )
sample covariance ofyandxrespectively.In the next section the
distribution ofYrswwill be exploredand the question as to whethers
2
Yr
2 in(6.5) is preferable tos-Yarin(6.6) when5(is known will be answered.
6.2.The Distribution ofTSW
The simulation was also used to explore the distributions of
tar =Yrsw - ,%1s72ar,andtr=t sirswCr ) s
2
v Yr
The entire process was performed as it was explained in section4.1.for thesame cases.
Table6.2contains both the percentiles of
cases under study,andthe percentiles ofZ.
tarandtrfor the
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Table4.2shows that the distributions fortarandtrare very
similar,andapproximate to aZdistribution for relatively large samples.
However,percentiles indicate thattris closer to theZ distribution
for some cases,whiletaris closer for others.For example,in case 1
the percentiles indicate thattris closer toZthan percentiles oftar
for small sample sizes (S 100 ),buttaris closer tc Zfor relatively
large samples( Z 200 ).In case2,the percentiles indicatethe opposite,
that is,taris closer toZfor small sample sizes ( 5100 ).
The conclusion to be drawn from this simulation is that there is little
difference between the sample variance adjusted byX2/ 3E2as in ( 6.6)or
the usual sample variance as defined in (6.5),for computing confidence
intervals for any particular sample.This issue will be addressed in the
next section conditioning on a particular sample allocation.
6.3.The Distribution of YrrswConditioned on the Sample Configuration
The computer simulation described above was also used to explore the
distributions of
tar= Yrsw ) S,2arandtr=Yrr5w - Y ) / S2
Yr
conditioning on the sample allocation.The entire process was performed as it
was explained in section4.2.for the same cases.49
Table6.3contains percentiles of the distribution oftarandtr
for the cases under study as well asprop,propnandpropd allocations,
respectively. The percentiles show thattarandtrhave approximately the
same distribution in all cases under theprop.However,under the propn
andpropdallocations,the percentiles indicate thattarandtr have only
negative percentiles,thus illustrating the fact thatYrswis biased
downward for both distributions.However, their performance altered from
one case toanother,andin generalYrswwith the adjusted sample
variance as given by (6.6) performed betterin the real examples illustrated by
cases3and4 where data were obtained from agricultural surveys.
In contrast, S-rrswwith the usual sample variance as defined by(6.5)
performed better for the artificialcases1and2where data were
generated from linear models.
Figure6.1- 6.4clearly show the conditional bias of VTSWin
particular, when the sample allocation altered from the proportional allocation,
and show that the bias is downward. Comparing the graphs in Figures 6.1(a)-
6.4(a)with those in Figure6.1(b) - 6.4(b),shows thatsirswwith adjusted
sample variance is conditionally consistent while this is not the case with the
usual sample variancefor the real populations.
6.4.Comparison of Post Stratified and Self-Weighting Ratio Means
The conditionalMSEofYrswas defined in(6.2)can be compared
with the variance ofyps defined in(2.2)as follows:2 - 2
MSE{( n )} V {( Yps1 n (
2
Wh )
(1fh )
nhSyh
h
E2 (1th ) 22
whnh R Sxh-2 R ph SyhSxh)
h
2
+[E(Wh wh ) R )(h
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( 6.7 )
It is possible for equation(6.7)to be positive or negative depending
on the sample allocationn,in which the difference is zero if the sample
units are proportionally allocated.It cannot be said that one estimator is
uniformly better than another.
An empirical comparison was carried out to examine the efficiency of the
post stratified meanyps against the self-weighting ratio estimator TSWIn
this section we will report the results of the simulation study that was used to
explore the distribution of the design effect K,where
2 2
K s-
Y s-
rsw YpsIrt
That is,the ratio of the sample variance of SiTSWto the sample variance
ofYrps.
Table6.4contains the1st,5th,10th,90th,95th,99th
percentiles ofKfor the four cases under study.The percentiles indicate
that the self-weighting ratio estimate is uniformly better in cases 1and2,
where the design effectKis less than one.This is because the data is
generated from linear models.In cases3and4,where the data are51
obtained from an agricultural survey, percentiles indicate that the post
stratified mean is more efficient than the ratio estimator in the upper tail.
Moreover, the post stratified mean led to considerable gains for relatively
small samples.For example,in case4ten percent of the samples drawn
led to a gain of at least five percent for post stratification,and five percent
of the samples led to gains of eleven percent, and one percent of the samples
to gains of at least twenty one percent.The gains doubled for relatively small
samples.However, the ratio estimate is slightly better in the lower tail.
Table6.5contains the percentiles of the distribution of
2
K s_ s-
2for the three different allocations.The percentiles Yrsw Ypsin
indicate thatSipsis better thanYrswfor the real cases for all
allocations,particularly in the upper tail.However,the gains vary from
one allocation to another. For example,in cases3and4 post
stratification led to gains with a moderate range for the prop,but when the
allocation altered from prop these gains encompassed a greater range.However,
the percentiles indicate thatSirswrepresents the best estimator for the
artificial cases1and2for all allocations. This result shows that the
self-weighting ratio Sf-TSWis very poor ( under-estimates the mean ) in
unbalanced samples.On the other hand,the post stratified meanYr/3s,
balanced out the conditional bias when it was used in sample survey situations.
The conditional bias ofSirswwas evaluated relative to the population
mean for the four cases under studyand under the three different
allocations.The results are presented in Table5.3where in all cases the
relative bias was small under prop, andlarge under propn and propd
allocations.For example,in case 4the relative bias ofyrsw was0.2,52
2.7and3.6per cent of the population mean for prop,propnandpropd,
respectively. By comparison the relative bias of
0.1,respectively.
was0.2,0.3and
From the above results,it can be concluded thatSipsis conditionally
unbiased for the population mean under any allocation.On the other hand,
Yrswis in general a biased estimator for the population mean.This bias is
downward i.e.Yrswisunder-estimating the mean.Thus it is a poor estimator
when the real cases are employed,as illustrated by case 3and4.
Further,a comparison ofYrsw andSipsshows that neither is necessarily
better than the other in terms of theMSE, but empirical investigations
carried out on a variety of realandartificial cases suggest that cancan
be much better except when data is generated from linear models.
Finally,a comparison of tarandtrshows that Yrswwith adjusted
sample variance as defined in (6.6) is preferable to that with the usual sample
variance, when data are obtained from an agricultural survey illustrated by
cases 3and 4 However,percentiles in Table(6.3)andthe
graphs in Figures6.1(b) - 6.2(b) show that Yrsw with the usual sample
variance in(6.5)is preferable,when data are generated from linear models
illustrated by cases1and2.
On the other hand,if the inferences are to be made unconditional the
variance of Yrsw that is defined in(7.6)could be compared with the
unconditional variance ofYpsdefined in (2.3).
That givesMSE( Sirsw) - V( yps)
53
= 1nf
2 22
Sy Wh Syh+ R Sx -2 R pSySx)
h
n
(1 - W )S2 hyh
h
( 5.6 )
The difference in(5.6) may be either positive,negative or zero
depending on the variation between strata.For example,when the sample
2
units are proportionally allocated,andSh is constant for all the strata,
the difference becomes zero.It cannot be said one estimator is uniformly
better than another.
An empirical comparison was carried out to examine the efficiency of the
post stratified meanSrps
self-weighting ratio estimator
employing unconditional inferences,against the
Yrsw
The distribution of the design effect K,where
2 2 s- s-
Yrsw Yps
as well as the distributions of tarandtpsusing the unconditional variances
for the same populations were explored. Empirical investigations indicated
that the results obtained when the unconditional inferences were similar to the
results obtained using conditional inferences,but conditional inferences led to
larger gains with the post stratification technique.54
Table6.1.Bias of Drs,u) conditioned on the sample allocation with
respect to the population mean for various cases
Case AllocationE( - YRBR- BC YrrswIn) -?
1. prop -0.001 -0.013 0.001 -0.010 1.077
propn -0.057 -0.139 0.001 0.059 1.077
propd -0.074 -0.289 0.001 0.549 1.077
2. prop -0.002 -0.002 0.0002 -0.002 3.140
propn -0.023 -0.030 0.0003 -0.021 3.140
propd -0.043 -0.075 0.0003 -0.018 3.140
3. prop 36.79 12.22 -13.30 -1.17 29613
propn 1046.22 1735.03 -43.99 561.67 29613
propd 1350.00 3062.00 -59.26 -728.85 29613
4. prop -2.130 -0.22 -1.38 -1.60 1014
propn -28.100 -43.79 -5.53 -20.81 1014
propd -35.010 -76.91 -7.89 8.93 1014Table 6.2.Percentile of the distribution of
=( Yrsw ) trsw=( YrswY ) S2T,r9v,,and tr
for various cases
2
S
Yr
Percentiles
Case 1.
of trsw
Sample Size
300
tr
Sample Size
300
z
100 200 100 200
1% -3.02-2.49-2.56-2.23-2.19-2.24-2.33
5% -1.85-1.81-1.77-1.59-1.67-1.60-1.65
10% -1.47-1.36-1.39-1.28-1.26-1.30-1.28
20% -0.99-0.87-0.86-0.91-0.81-0.82-0.84
30% -0.63-0.56-0.53-0.59-0.54-0.51-0.52
40% -0.37-0.27-0.27-0.36-0.27-0.27-0.25
50% -0.120.0 0.01-0.120.0 0.010.0
60% 0.160.220.270.150.220.280.25
70% 0.410.500.530.440.530.550.52
80% 0.730.820.780.780.840.810.84
90% 1.121.201.271.281.321.341.28
95% 1.411.651.681.671.931.841.65
99% 1.982.272.312.512.802.732.33
Case 2.
1% -2.46-2.59-2.73-2.39-2.40-2.63
5% -1.86-1.79-1.71-1.77-1.72-1.65
10% -1.42-1.33-1.34-1.32-1.26-1.31
20% -1.01-0.92-0.92-0.94-0.90-0.91
30% -0.57-0.59-0.58-0.56-0.59-0.58
40% -0.31-0.32-0.28-0.29-0.31-0.28
50% -0.01-0.02-0.05-0.01-0.02-0.05
60% 0.220.190.200.230.200.21
70% 0.470.470.460.480.470.46
80% 0.730.770.790.770.800.79
90% 1.271.271.221.341.251.28
95% 1.631.591.601.771.701.66
99% 2.212.322.462.462.562.58
55Table6.2.Continued
Percentilesof trsw
Sample Size
tr
Sample Size
Z
Case3. 100 200 300 100 200 300
1% -2.61-2.55-2.54-2.57-2.61-2.62
5% -1.96-1.89-1.93-1.92-1.89-1.94
10% -1.49-1.39-1.44-1.46-1.41-1.47
20% -0.93-0.91-0.89-0.91-0.89-0.89
30% -0.52-0.57-0.55-0.50-0.59-0.56
40% -0.26-0.30-0.29-0.24-0.31-0.29
50% 0.06-0.04-0.050.05-0.04-0.04
60% 0.28 0.25 0.24 0.270.240.23
70% 0.570.520.48 0.53 0.51 0.48
80% 0.900.820.800.830.80 0.79
90% 1.41 1.23 1.21 1.30 1.23 1.19
95% 1.70 1.58 1.48 1.63 1.54 1.48
99% 2.432.08 1.94 2.26 2.00 2.00
Case4.
1% -3.71-3.14-2.61-3.71-3.19-2.64
5% -2.64-2.20-1.91-2.59-2.29-2.03
10% -1.92-1.69-1.44-1.88-1.65-1.49
20% -1.13-1.06-0.95-1.07-1.09-0.96
30% -0.71-0.68-0.63-0.68-0.67-0.63
40% -0.37-0.34-0.30-0.35-0.33-0.30
50% -0.09-0.05-0.04-0.08-0.05-0.04
60% 0.18 0.21 0.230.170.200.23
70% 0.43 0.460.49 0.41 0.45 0.49
80% 0.720.730.780.66 0.73 0.78
90% 1.10 1.12 1.17 1.02 1.12 1.19
95% 1.51 1.49 1.54 1.38 1.50 1.57
99% 2.022.082.02 1.952.06 2.02
56Table 6.3.Percentile of the distribution of
trees= 3irSW )
Yrsw and =( Yrsw - Y ) / S2-
Yr
for various casesandallocations
Percentiles
Case 1.
of trees tr
Sample allocation Sample Allocation
z
prop propnpropdproppropnpropd
1% -2.43-11.76-25.63-2.15-4.80-6.54-2.33
5% -1.67-10.39-23.39-1.48-4.20-5.96-1.65
10% -1.30- 9.84-22.47-1.18-3.96-5.73-1.28
20% -0.81- 8.99-21.44-0.79-3.70-5.42-0.84
30% -0.53- 8.43-20.31-0.51-3.47-5.18-0.52
40% -0.32- 7.95-19.56-0.31-3.29-5.03-0.25
50% -0.09- 7.56-18.89-0.08-3.12-4.840.0
60% 0.11- 7.16-18.28 0.12-2.95-4.700.25
70% 0.31- 6.74-17.71 0.31-2.80-4.550.52
80% 0.51- 6.28-16.97 0.53-2.52-4.370.84
90% 0.79- 5.71-16.09 0.84-2.39-4.131.28
95% 1.00- 5.20-15.27 1.08-2.20-3.931.65
99% 1.33- 4.49-13.86 1.42-1.94-3.602.33
Case 2.
1% -2.76-4.48 -7.80 -2.64-3.24-4.36
5% -1.73-3.59 -7.03 -1.66-2.70-3.93
10% -1.38-3.13 -6.59 -1.33-2.37-3.70
20% -1.01-2.67 -5.99 -0.98-2.01-3.38
30% -0.67-2.33 -5.56 -0.67-1.76-3.17
40% -0.42-2.02 -5.16 -0.41-1.54-2.94
50% -0.21-1.75 -4.82 -0.20-1.34-2.75
60% 0.05-1.53 -4.480.05-1.17-2.55
70% 0.32-1.26 -4.200.31-0.96-2.41
80% 0.59-0.90 -3.800.59-0.70-2.16
90% 0.90-0.53 -3.290.90-0.41-1.89
95% 1.21-0.14 -2.961.18-0.11-1.68
99% 1.690.31 -2.261.680.24-1.32
5758
Table6.3.Continued
Percentiles
Case3.
of trsw
Sample allocation
tr Z
Sample Allocation
proppropnpropdproppropnpropd
1% -2.82-2.03-1.42-2.75-1.23-0.63
5% -1.83-1.24-0.75-1.84-0.75-0.34
10% -1.44-0.90-0.43-1.45-0.54-0.19
20% -0.94-0.38-0.07-0.93-0.23-0.03
30% -0.58-0.05 0.18-0.59-0.03 0.08
40% -0.26 0.230.44-0.260.14 0.19
50% 0.0 0.53 0.61 0.0 0.32 0.28
60% 0.25 0.720.840.240.440.36
70% 0.53 0.97 1.060.520.590.47
80% 0.84 1.29 1.300.850.790.58
90% 1.29 1.70 1.64 1.29 1.040.72
95% 1.67 2.06 2.01 1.64 1.250.89
99% 2.31 2.85 2.51 2.28 1.69 1.10
Case4.
1% -3.58-3.59-3.04-3.54-2.22-1.40
5% -2.37-3.32-1.91-2.43-1.45-0.89
10% -1.83-1.77-1.48-1.89-1.09-0.67
20% -1.15-1.14-0.95-1.19-0.69-0.43
30% -0.69-0.76-0.64-0.69-0.47-0.29
40% -0.38-0.44-0.42-0.38-0.27-0.19
50% -0.11-0.19-0.20-0.11-0.11-0.09
60% 0.180.05 0.0 0.18 0.030.0
70% 0.43 0.31 0.22 0.430.19 0.10
80% 0.71 0.57 0.43 0.74 0.350.19
90% 1.16 1.020.75 1.15 0.61 0.33
95% 1.42 1.35 1.08 1.380.78 0.48
99% 1.94 1.85 1.45 1.96 1.10 0.6459
Table6.4.Percentiles of the distribution of K,the ratio of
for various cases having proportion R of total variances'"
within strata
CaseNo. of R Sample Percentilesof K
Strata Size 1% 5% 10% 90%95% 99%
1. 3 .26 100 0.020.030.040.120.140.17
200 0.030.040.040.090.100.13
300 0.040.040.050.090.090.11
2. 3 .18 100 0.010.010.010.020.020.03
200 0.010.010.010.020.020.02
300 0.010.010.010.020.020.02
3. 4 .157 100 0.160.310.411.251.46 1.91
200 0.180.280.361.021.121.37
500 0.190.310.390.850.90 1.03
4. 4 .16 100 0.420.520.621.391.562.27
200 0.310.520.621.211.321.48
500 0.390.590.681.051.11 1.21
Table6.5.Percentiles of the distribution of K,
for various casesandallocations
the ratio of s-2/S-2
Yrsw Ypstrt
CaseNo. of
Strata
R Sample
Allocation
Percentilesof
10%
K
90%95% 99% 1% 5%
1. 3 .26 prop 0.020.020.030.130.170.25
propn 0.0030.0020.0030.010.01 0.02
propd 0.0010.0010.0010.0020.0020.004
2. 3 .18 prop 0.010.010.010.020.03 0.04
propn 0.010.010.010.020.020.02
propd 0.0010.0010.0010.0020.0030.004
3. 4 .157 prop 0.160.290.39 1.121.29 1.78
propn 0.410.560.65 1.932.222.63
propd 0.130.170.22 1.862.21 3.16
4. 4 .16 prop 0.430.510.60 1.331.48 1.92
propn 0.500.570.63 1.832.162.78
propd 0.130.170.22 1.862.21 3.16100
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Figure6.1.(b) the distributions of tr for case 1
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Figure6.3(a)the distributions of tar for case 3
show that the bias is declined under propn and propd.
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Figure6.4.(b) the distributions of tr for case 1
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7.DISTRIBUTION OF POST STRATIFIED COMBINED RATIO ESTIMATOR
In chapter 6.it was argued that the self-weighting ratio estimateand
its estimated variance can be conditionally biased unless the sample is balanced
with respect to the auxiliary variable.
Robinson(1987)adjusted the conditional bias using only randomization
theory with a regression model,but he mentioned that if the complete set of
X1,...,XNis known,it would be appropriate to use post stratification
as suggested by Fuller( 1981)in which the analysis ofRoyalland
Cumberland (1981) were discussed.
In this chapter the distribution of the post stratified combined ratio
estimator will be introducedandcompared with the self-weighting ratio
estimator.
In the next section,the distribution of the post stratified combined
ratio estimator conditioning on the sample allocation will be introducedand
the sample variance obtained.
A computer simulation will be used in the third section to explore the
distribution of the combined ratio estimator averaging over all possible sample
allocations.
In the fourth section,the distribution of the combined ratio estimator
conditioning on the sample allocation will be introduced employing a simulation
study.
Analyticalandempirical comparisons between post stratified combined
andself-weighting ratio estimates are introducedin the fifth section.63
7.1Post Stratified Combined Ratio Estimator is Conditionally Unbiased
LetYprcbe the post stratified combined ratio estimator.Insection
(6.1) the conditionalMSE of
conditional variances ofYprc
Yprccan be written as
Yprc
Yirswwas derived .In this section,the
will be derived.
=( "kps / Rps )X
It is approximately unbiased conditioned on the sample configuration.
The conditional variance is simply the usual variance of the STRS that is
given by
V{( Yprc I n V{( Sips1 n+R2 V {( Rps In )) - 2 R COV {( Sips, Rps) 1 n)
h
2 (-ft.,,
(
2 2 2
Wh1111nhSyh +R S 2- ph Syh Sxh Sxh 7.1 )
2 2
The sample variance can be obtained from(7.1)with Syh'Sxh and R
estimated by 4,s2,,, andR,respectively.This gives
S2 Wh
(1-fn .
+
6 22
9rc In W h t nhSyhR sxh2Rsyxh)
wheresyxhis thehthsample covariance.
( 7.2 )
The unconditional variances ofYprccan be derived by averaging
equation(7.1)over all possible distributions of n
Employing equation(2.3)this gives64
4-,
1f ' 22 W S ''2 R Ph SI_ S 1L V( 'kprC ) n hyh + R Sxh yiixii
h
2 2
+ (1 - Wh )Syh + R2 Sxh-2RphSyhSxh)( 7.3 )
nh
The sample variances can be obtained as described previously for the
conditional variance.That is
2 1f s2h 2 + R2sxh-2 R. syxh
CrC
1 E(
h y)(s2
h+R2s2h-2syxh
7.2The Distribution ofprc
The distribution oftrc =( YprcY ) /k I s
2
3rclo
the empirical study described in section4.1andthe results are reported
( 7.4 )
was explored by
in Table7.1.
Table7.1contains the 1st,5th,10th,20th, ...,90th,95th,99th
percentiles oftrcfor the four cases under study,which are also given in
Table 2.1.
Table7.1shows thattrchas a distribution similar to theZ
distribution in allcases with relatively large sample sizes.However,trc
also has a Z distribution in the linear model cases illustrated by1and2,
even with relatively small sample sizes.65
7.3 The Distribution of Yprc Conditioned on the Sample Configuration
We have argued that the self-weighting ratio estimator is conditionally
biased, andthe conditional bias is as defined in(6.3).In this section
the computer simulation described in section 4.2is employed to explore the
distribution ofYrcconditioning on a particular sample allocation.
Table7.2contains the 1st,5th,10th,20th, .. .,90th,95th,99th
percentiles oftrcfor the four cases under studyandunder three
allocations.
Table7.2 shows thattrchad approximately theZ distribution
under all allocations studied. Thus empirical investigation suggests that..Yrc
is conditionally unbiased.Figures7.1- 7.4clearly illustrate the above
results.
7.4 Comparison of Post Stratified Combined and Self-Weighting Ratio Estimates
After sampling,the inferences are to be made conditional on the sample
configuration,n.In this section we will compare the post stratified combined
ratio estimator with the self-weighting ratio estimator from analyticaland
empirical points of view.
Comparing theMSEofYrswin(6.4)with the variance of V., prc
in(7.1)gives
MSE{( Yrsw I n )} V{( Yprcl rt )}66
wh2 1
nh
h) 2Syh +R2 S2xh-2 R ph SyhSxh)
h
2
IWh wh ) R )1 ( 7.5 )
The difference in(7.5)is either positive or negative depending on the sample
allocation, n,relative to the post strata meansand variances.The
difference is zero if the sample units are proportionally allocated to the strata.
The ratio,K=s-
2i s-
2
,of the sample variance of
Yar Yrc In Yrsw in
(6.6)to the sample variance ofYprcin(7.2)was adjusted by the ratio
2 2
Xh / Rhfor each stratum andits distribution was explored. The results are
presented in Table7.3.
Table7.3contains the percentiles of the distribution ofK for the
populations under study. The percentiles show the potential impact of post
stratified ratio estimation over the self-weighting ratio estimation with SRS.
For example,in cases1and2 ,percentiles indicate that the post
stratified combined ratio estimator is uniformly better than the self-weighting
ratio even with data generated from linear models for these two cases.When
we turn to agricultural survey situations described by cases3and4,
the potential of the post stratification technique becomes clear in terms of its
robust nature.
Table7.4contains the percentiles of the distribution of
2 2
s-Yar/s- for the three different allocations.The percentiles
Y prc In
indicate that T7prcwas better thanYrsw for the real cases for all
allocations,particularly in the upper tail, although the gains did vary from
one allocation to another. For example,in cases3and4poststratification led to gains with a moderate range for theprop,but when the
allocation altered from prop the gains increased.However,the percentiles
indicate thatYrswwas better in the linear model cases with unbalanced
samples.
From Table5.3therelative bias ofYrsw was small for balanced
67
sample, prop,andincreased for unbalanced samples. For example,in case 3
the relative bias ofSirsw was0.2,3.5and4.6per cent of the
population mean for prop,propnandpropdrespectively.
By comparison,the relative bias of37prewas 0.12,0.14andzero
respectively. This result demonstrates that the self-weighting ratio -37.rsw
is poor in unbalanced sampleswhile,on the other hand,the post stratified
ratioprcbalanced out the conditional bias when it was used.
tprc
Comparing the percentilesin Table6.5.andTable 7.4 shows that
had approximately a Z distribution under all allocations,but trsw
had a Z distribution only under the proportional allocation.This result
suggests that the self-weighting ratio estimate should not be used to asses the
population mean unless the sample is balanced.
Comparing the graphs of the Figures 6.1-6.4 with those of Figures 7.1-7.4
emphasize the above results.
On the other hand,if the inferences are to be made unconditional,the
variance ofYirswwhich corresponds to the usual formula
MSE(rsw) ( 1nf )Sy+ R
2
Sx
2
-2 p Sx Sy ) ( 7.6 )
could be compared with the unconditional variance ofSr-prcdefined in (7.3).68
This gives
MSE( Yrsw ) V( Yprc )
2 W S SY h R (Sx - hxh)2R(pSySx -ZWhphSyhSxh))
2
+
22
WS2
h h h
n L
V'
i( 1 - Wh)S2yh+R,) Sxh-2 R ph Syh Sxh
h
( 7.7 )
The difference in(7.7)is either positive or negative depending on the sample
allocation, n,relative to the post strata variances.The difference is
zero if the sample units are proportionally allocated to strata. As was the case
for the above comparison using conditional inferences, it also is true here that
no estimator is uniformly better than the other.Another computer simulation
was used to explore the distributions ofK,trswandtrcusing the
unconditional variances for the same populations.For any sample allocation,
stratum sample variance and means are estimated andK,trcare
calculated as above by replacing the conditional sample variances
2_with
yrcin
the unconditional variances2that is defined in(7.4).
Y rc
The percentiles also indicate that the post stratified combined ratio in
general is better than the self-weighting ratio estimate in allcases.
These results compare favorably with those discussed above using the
conditional inferences.Table7.1.Percentileof the distribution of
trc cSr- prc ) 47 and trs (Siprs- I)/ 52-
Yrch Yr5M
for various cases
Percentiles
Case 1.
of trc
Sample Size
300
trs
Sample Size
300
z
100 200 100 200
1% -2.71-2.61-2.74-2.68-2.58-2.50-2.33
5% -1.76-1.77-1.72-1.72-1.70-1.72-1.65
10% -1.35-1.27-1.33-1.37-1.27-1.33-1.28
20% -0.89-0.83-0.84-0.93-0.85-0.79-0.84
30% -0.58-0.52-0.53-0.60-0.54-0.49-0.52
40% -0.32-0.29-0.25-0.29-0.24-0.24-0.25
50% -0.020.010.0-0.01-0.050.010.0
60% 0.240.270.240.260.270.250.25
70% 0.530.500.530.510.510.520.52
80% 0.860.790.820.750.810.830.84
90% 1.241.281.301.221.201.221.28
95% 1.571.561.601.601.591.651.65
99% 2.232.052.122.092.102.142.33
Case 2.
1% -2.50-2.52-2.48-2.45-2.51-2.50
5% -1.77-1.74-1.75-1.78-1.69-1.76
10% -1.44-1.35-1.28-1.39-1.31-1.31
20% -0.96-0.91-0.87-0.98-0.92-0.87
30% -0.60-0.59-0.57-0.59-0.56-0.54
40% -0.29-0.28-0.28-0.26-0.26-0.25
50% -0.04-0.02-0.040.010.010.0
60% 0.230.200.240.250.230.23
70% 0.490.450.510.490.500.50
80% 0.780.740.780.820.870.82
90% 1.211.201.211.231.171.21
95% 1.561.561.611.611.601.61
99% 2.462.352.322.472.302.38
69Table7.1.Continued
Percentilesof trc
Sample Size
trs
Sample Size
z
Case3. 100 200 300 100 200 300
1% -2.55-2.87-2.60-2.91-3.13-2.65
5% -2.01-1.86-1.89-2.04-1.96-1.91
10% -1.56-1.38-1.42-1.58-1.39-1.44
20% -0.98-0.91-0.86-1.00-0.94-0.87
30% -0.57-0.56-0.54-0.57-0.58-0.54
40% -0.28-0.28-0.26-0.31-0.28-0.27
50% 0.0 -0.03 0.0-0.04-0.05-0.02
60% 0.27 0.210.24 0.240.220.23
70% 0.530.48 0.520.520.50 0.52
80% 0.840.82 0.800.870.82 0.82
90% 1.42 1.34 1.23 1.45 1.34 1.27
95% 1.78 1.63 1.51 1.82 1.64 1.55
99% 2.352.18 1.91 2.38 2.292.14
Case4.
1% -4.62-3.30-2.64-4.11-3.39-2.75
5% -2.63-2.37-1.99-2.76-2.40-2.03
10% -1.96-1.70-1.47-2.01-1.74-1.49
20% -1.16-1.08-0.96-1.19-1.15-0.96
30% -0.72-0.75-0.62-0.77-0.77-0.67
40% -0.38-0.36-0.32-0.44-0.39-0.34
50% -0.05-0.09-0.01-0.10-0.11-0.04
60% 0.21 0.180.230.180.16 0.22
70% 0.450.46 0.490.430.43 0.46
80% 0.74 0.75 0.780.730.70 0.75
90% 1.10 1.16 1.18 1.09 1.11 1.17
95% 1.49 1.54 1.52 1.46 1.49 1.50
99% 2.002.14 2.06 1.952.13 2.05
70Table 7.2.Percentile of the distribution of
trc=t Srprc )i- ,andtrs=t yprs)/ s
2-
Ylarsh
for various casesandallocations
Percentiles
Case 1.
of trc trs
Sample allocation Sample Allocation
prop propnpropdproppropnpropd
1% -2.93- 3.26-3.78-2.88-3.04-3.88-2.33
5% -2.06- 2.24-2.35-2.06-2.14-2.29-1.65
10% -1.53- 1.73- 1.77-1.50-1.63-1.64-1.28
20% -0.92- 1.11-1.04-0.94-1.03-0.94-0.84
30% -0.56- 0.69-0.59-0.56-0.62-0.53-0.52
40% -0.28- 0.33-0.25-0.28-0.27-0.22-0.25
50% 0.02 0.020.04 0.010.020.060.0
60% 0.30 0.320.28 0.290.290.300.25
70% 0.58 0.630.53 0.550.550.500.52
80% 0.86 0.950.89 0.830.800.800.84
90% 1.31 1.411.38 1.201.151.081.28
95% 1.57 1.771.79 1.531.431.341.65
99% 2.14 2.442.66 1.971.822.022.33
Case 2.
1% -2.80-2.56 -2.98 -2.73-2.61-2.85
5% -1.80-1.83 -1.87 -1.76-1.80-1.85
10% -1.42-1.40 -1.39 -1.43-1.39-1.42
20% -1.03-0.99 -0.90 -0.95-0.98-0.89
30% -0.65-0.66 -0.58 -0.63-0.62-0.59
40% -0.36-0.36 -0.30 -0.32-0.32-0.29
50% -0.11-0.110.0-0.05-0.070.02
60% 0.190.200.250.210.200.27
70% 0.540.520.560.570.540.54
80% 0.870.900.890.910.880.89
90% 1.321.351.341.291.351.25
95% 1.681.841.921.681.721.53
99% 2.422.482.612.352.272.18
7172
Table7.2.Continued
Percentiles
Case3.
of trc
Sample allocation
trs Z
Sample Allocation
proppropnpropdproppropnpropd
1% -3.04-2.64-2.97-3.13-2.65-3.16
5% -1.97-1.78-2.01-2.02-1.79-2.03
10% -1.45-1.38-1.49-1.50-1.41-1.54
20% -0.91-0.87-0.99-0.96-0.93-0.99
30% -0.55-0.53-0.59-0.57-0.54-0.60
40% -0.25-0.23-0.24-0.26-0.25-0.27
50% 0.0 0.0 0.0-0.020.0 -0.02
60% 0.240.250.240.240.230.24
70% 0.50 0.560.490.490.56 0.51
80% 0.860.90 0.800.870.900.80
90% 1.39 1.24 1.30 1.44 1.30 1.26
95% 1.81 1.65 1.73 1.95 1.69 1.71
99% 2.71 2.18 2.43 2.71 2.152.40
Case4.
1% -3.81-3.34-4.11-4.03-3.37-4.31
5% -2.49-2.30-2.67-2.60-2.31-2.81
10% -1.95-1.80-2.14-2.03-1.85-2.23
20% -1.14-1.15-1.43-1.23-1.18-1.49
30% -0.70-0.71-0.90-0.76-0.73-0.93
40% -0.36-0.40-0.46-0.40-0.41-0.49
50% -0.10-0.05-0.10-0.13-0.06-0.11
60% 0.180.200.18 0.140.19 0.17
70% 0.420.530.43 0.400.51 0.43
80% 0.760.770.72 0.740.76 0.71
90% 1.19 1.12 1.02 1.12 1.11 1.01
95% 1.46 1.39 1.33 1.46 1.38 1.35
99% 1.95 2.01 1.80 1.95 2.01 1.7773
Table7.3.Percentiles of the distribution ofK s-s-
2
c In Yar Ypr
for various cases having proportion R of total variance
within strata
CaseNo. ofR Sample Percentilesof K
Strata Size 1% 5% 10% 90%95% 99%
1. 3 .26 100 1.081.241.362.332.542.86
200 1.261.451.532.182.272.46
300 1.411.531.602.102.162.30
2. 3 .18 100 0.881.041.121.811.932.14
200 1.081.181.231.661.761.88
300 1.161.231.271.611.671.77
3. 4 .157 100 0.560.690.771.772.162.98
200 0.300.600.841.421.862.22
500 0.440.600.701.291.41 1.62
4. 4 .16 100 0.540.670.741.411.62 2.24
200 0.450.650.771.271.381.67
500 0.610.770.831.131.171.27
Table7.4.Percentiles of the distribution of K,
for various casesandallocations
the ratio of s-2/ s-
Yrsw Yrc
CaseNo. of
Strata
R Sample
Allocation 1%
Percentilesof
90%
K
95% 99% 5% 10%
1. 3 .26 prop 1.161.311.412.272.422.72
propn 0.060.080.090.270.310.40
propd 0.0010.0040.0060.040.060.10
2. 3 .18 prop 0.961.071.121.781.902.14
propn 0.470.540.60 1.051.151.29
propd 0.040.060.070.230.260.35
3. 4 .157 prop 0.540.640.691.531.872.57
propn 0.800.961.123.143.624.54
propd 0.390.550.682.653.203.99
4. 4 .16 prop 0.670.740.79 1.311.43 2.18
propn 0.560.640.70 1.952.262.81
propd 0.140.200.24 1.822.142.82100
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8.DISTRIBUTION OF POST STRATIFIED SEPARATE RATIO ESTIMATOR
The separate ratio estimator is another good alternative to the self-
weighting ratio estimate when the sample is unbalanced with respect to the
auxiliary variable.Robinson(1987)suggested that if the complete set of
X1' 'XNis known,it would be appropriate to use post stratification
as suggested by Fuller( 1981)in which the analysis of Royalland
Cumberland (1981) were discussed.
In this chapter the distribution of the post stratified separate ratio
estimator will be introducedandcompared with the self-weighting ratio
estimator.
In the next section,the distribution of the post stratified separate
ratio estimator conditioning on the sample allocation will be introducedand
sample variance obtained.
In the third section,asimulation study will be employed to explore the
distribution of the separate ratio estimator averaging over all possible sample
allocations.
In the fourth section,the distribution of the separate ratio estimator
conditioning on the sample allocation will be introduced employing a simulation
study.
In the fifth section,analyticalandempirical comparisons between
post stratified separateandself-weighting ratio estimates are introduced.76
8.1Post Stratified Separate Ratio Estimator is Conditionally Unbiased
LetSiprsbe the post stratified separate ratio estimator that can be
written as
Yprs
1 Y11y
171 Tchh
whereXhis the population stratum total.The conditional variance is
simply the usual variance of theSTRS that isgiven by
V{( S7prsI n )} V {( yps I n )} + R2 V{( rcpsI n )} - 2 R COV {( yps, Tcps)I n)
Thus,conditional on the sample allocation the variance is given by
1 - fh
Syh
22
Vf( yiprsI n W-0 SS )(8 1)
h
Whnh Syh hSxh 2 12h 0h yh xh
2 2
The sample variance can be obtained from(8.1)with Syh,Sxhand R
estimated bysyh,s2h andR,respectively.This gives
2 (1-110(
s2u Whnhsyh 1:112sxh2 Rh syxh
rs In
wheresyxhis thehthsample covariance.
( 8.2 )
The unconditional variances ofS7prscan be derived by averaging
equation(8.1)over all possible distributions of n
Employing equation(2.3)this gives
V( Siprs ) 1 - f 22
W S n_dWh
2
Syh Rh Sxh-2 Rh ph Syh Sxh
h
2 2
-1 (1 - Wh )Syh + Rh Sx2h2 Rh ph Syh Sxh ( 8.3 )
'1hThe sample variance may be estimated by
2 2 22
sirs
-
1f Wh +8Rh sxh-2 Rh syxh
h
+ k E(1-Wh y)(s2h+ 2
n
8.2The Distribution of Vprs
Rh
22
hsxh2 Rh sYxh
77
( 8.4 )
The distribution of t=( Yiprs? )/ s2_ explored by
N 7rsin
the empirical study described in section4.1andthe results are reported
in Table7.1.
Table7.1contains the 1st,5th,10th,20th,...,90th,95th,99th
percentiles oftryfor the four the populations under study .
From Table7.1percentiles of the distributions oftrsandtrc
indicate similar distributions that approximately fit aZ distribution.
8.3 The Distribution ofVprs Conditioned on the Sample Configuration
In this section the computer simulation described in section 4.2is
employed to explore the distribution of
sample allocation.
yrsconditioning on a particular
Table7.2contains the 1st,5th,10th,20th,...,90th,95th,99th
percentiles oftrsfor the four cases under studyandunder three
allocations.
From Table7.2it is apparent that the percentiles indicatetrsandtrchad an approximateZ distribution under all allocations studied.
Thus empirical investigation suggests thatYrsis conditionally unbiased.
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Figures7.1-7.4andFigures8.1- 8.4illustrate those observations.
8.4 Comparison of Post Stratified SeparateandSelf-weighting Ratio Estimates
After sampling,the inferences are to be made conditional on the sample
configuration,n.In this section we will compare post stratified separate
ratio estimator with the self-weighting ratio estimator from both analytical
andempirical points of view.
Comparing theMSEofYrswin(6.4)with the variance of -1.-ra prc
in(8.1)gives
MSE {( Yrswl n )} Vprsi n )}
( wh
2
-
h
2( 1
nh
fh ) 2 22
) Sx
2
) Syh +( R - Rhh -2 (RRh)ph SyhSxhi
2
( Whwh ) ( R )) ( 8.5 )
The difference in(8.5)is either positive or negative depending on the sample
allocation, n,relative to the post strata meansandvariances.The
difference is zero if the sample units are proportionally allocated to the strata.
The ratio,K=s-
2s-
2 of the sample variance ofi-rrsw in(6.6)
Yar Yraln
2 2
to the sample variance ofprsin(8.2)was adjusted by the ratioXh / xh
for each stratum andits distribution was explored.The results are presented
in Table8.1.79
Table8.1contains the percentiles of the distribution ofK for the
populations under study.The percentiles show the potential impact of post
stratified ratio estimation over self-weighting ratio estimation withSRS.
For example,in cases 1and2,percentiles indicate that the post
stratified separate ratio estimator is uniformly better than the self-weighting
ratio even with data generated from linear models for these two cases.When
we turn to agricultural survey situations illustrated by cases3and4,
the potential of the post stratification technique becomes clear in terms of its
robust nature.
Table8.2contains the percentiles of the distribution of
K
2 s_
2 s_ for the three different allocations.The percentiles
Yar Yprsiri
indicate that -Cfprswas better thanYirswfor the real cases for all
allocations,particularly in the upper tail, although the gains did vary from
one allocation to another. For example,in cases3and4post
stratification led to gains with a moderate range for the prop,but when the
allocation altered from prop the gains increased.However,the percentiles
indicate thatVTSW
samples.
was better in the linear model cases with unbalanced
From Table5.3the relative bias ofYirswfor case 3 was0.2,3.5
and4.6per cent of the population mean for prop,propnandpropd
respectively. By comparison the relative bias ofr- prs was0.0,0.10and
0.04respectively. This result demonstrates that post stratified separate ratio
estimatorTrprsbalanced out the conditional bias when it was used.
tprs
Comparing the percentilesin Table6.5.andTable 7.4 shows that
had approximately a Z distribution under all allocations,but trsw80
had onlyZ distribution under the proportional allocation.
Comparing the graphs of the Figures 6.1-6.4 with those of Figures 8.1-8.4
emphasize the above results.
On the other hand,if the inferences are to be made unconditional the
variance ofsirswthat is defined in(7.6)could be compared with the
unconditional variance of-gprcdefined in (8.3),to give
MSE( .rrsw-v( sr-prs ) (1-f)ic 2
n'-'Y
2 2 2 22
Wh Syh + R Sx WhRhSxh
h h
-2(RpSySx-ZWhRhPhSyhSxhi)
n
2 22
( 1 - Wh )Syh+ Rh Sxh2 Rh ph Syh Sxh
h
( 8.6 )
The difference in(8.6) may be either positive or negative depending on the
sample allocation, n,relative to the post strata variances.The difference
is zero if the sample units are proportionally allocated to the strataandRh
is constant from one stratum to another.
Another computer simulation was used toexplore the distributions ofK,
trswandtrsusing the unconditional variances for the same populations.
The conditional sample variances
2 was replaced by the unconditional
Tfrsin
variances
2that was defined in(8.4).In this instance,the same
Yrs
results were obtained when the unconditional inferences were used to compare
the two estimates with the conditional ones.However,the gains were
slightly larger when conditional inferences were applied with the post
stratification.81
The percentiles also indicate that the post stratified combined ratio,in
general,is better than the self-weighting ratio estimate in allcases.
These results compare favorably with those discussed above using the
conditional inferences.82
Table8.1.Percentiles of the distribution of K=
for various cases having proportion R
within strata
s-
2 a-
2
Yrsw Yprs In
of total variance
CaseNo. ofR Sample Percentilesof K
Strata Size 1% 5% 10% 90%95% 99%
1. 3 .26 100 0.650.810.901.781.922.28
200 0.860.981.051.671.792.01
300 0.981.051.111.611.691.86
2. 3 .18 100 0.800.941.021.731.832.15
200 0.961.081.131.571.68 1.81
300 1.061.131.171.521.571.67
3. 4 .157 100 0.580.690.781.932.453.64
200 0.300.520.671.511.802.37
500 0.440.630.721.331.481.68
4. 4 .16 100 0.540.600.751.511.752.52
200 0.470.680.781.311.461.93
500 0.640.790.841.131.191.32
Table8.2.Percentiles of the distribution of K,the ratio of
2
S-
Yar
2/ S-for various casesand
Yprs in allocations
CaseNo. of
Strata
R Sample
Allocation 1%
Percentilesof
90%
K
95% 99% 5% 10%
1. 3 .26 prop 0.810.931.001.541.631.84
propn 0.020.040.040.150.180.22
propd 0.0010.0020.0020.020.030.06
2. 3 .18 prop 0.900.981.041.591.691.99
propn 0.410.470.51 0.911.001.12
propd 0.030.040.050.190.220.29
3. 4 .157 prop 0.540.640.70 1.772.203.28
propn 0.800.971.123.173.664.57
propd 0.390.560.682.633.174.04
4. 4 .16 prop 0.680.760.81 1.401.61 2.32
propn 0.560.640.702.012.382.93
propd 0.150.210.24 1.932.413.46188
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9.CONCLUSIONS
When one is interested in estimating the population mean for a study
variable that is related to a known auxiliary variable,the post stratification
technique using stratum boundaries based on the auxiliary variable can provide
estimates whose variances are less than the estimates with categorical or
arbitrary boundaries.
If post stratification is efficient,post stratified estimates are better
than the self-weighting estimates withSRSin reducing the conditional MSE.
There is evidence that post stratification is a robust technique which provides
balance against occasional poorly distributed samples.
In this thesis ,we considered the question dealing with the use of a
known auxiliary variable to post stratify the population of the study variable
in order to reduce the conditional bias.In chapter 3a method for
constructing strata based on the auxiliary variableandDalenius's equations
was introduced.An approximation method was employed,based on Thomsen's
(1976) rule to minimizing the variance under proportional allocation,that is,
to use cum 34.w;irule as approximation to chose the best boundaries.
It was argued that the appropriate framework for the comparisons of post
stratified andself-weighting estimates is the distribution conditional on the
achieved sample configuration,n.The unconditional sampling distribution
may be used at the design stage before the sample is drawn.
In chapter 4 the distribution of the self-weighting mean was obtained
andits conditional bias was explored.The percentiles of the distributions85
inTable 4.2 andthe graphs in the Figures4.1- 4.4 show thatYswis
conditionally biased upward.
In chapter 5the distribution of the post stratified mean was obtained
and the percentiles of the distributions in Table 4.2andthe graphs in the
Figures 5.1-5.4indicate thatYpsis conditionally unbiased for the population
mean even with the unbalanced samples.Even though equation (2.13) show
thatSipsis not uniformly better,from Table 5.1,there was strong
evidence that the post stratified mean is more efficient than the self-weighting
mean in reducing the MSE.
In chapter 6the distribution of the self-weighting was studied and
a leading term for the conditional bias was derived,andthen its conditional
MSE was obtained.The percentiles in Table 6.3and the graphs in Figures
6.1- 6.4suggested thatSirswwas conditionally biased. Empirical investigation
suggested that Yrsw with sample variance adjusted by (R2/5-c2) in (6.6) had
better performance than that with the usual sample variance in (6.5) when the
ratio estimate was employed with the agricultural survey cases.However,
there was good evidence from Tables 6.4-6.5 suggesting that the post stratified
mean Yps was more efficient thanYrsw in these cases.
Chapters 7 and8 introduced the distributions of the post stratified
combined (separate) ratio.The percentiles in Tables7.2-8.1andthe graphs
in Figures 7.1-7.4 and8.1- 8.4indicate thatYprc and -17prswere
conditionally unbiased.Empirical investigations suggested that-5 7 pre and
Yprswere more efficient thanYrswinreducing the MSE aswell as
balancing out the conditional bias,whereas the self-weighting ratio estimate
was very poor when the samples were unbalanced.86
The conclusion to be drawn from the above results is that the confidence
intervals using post stratified estimatesSr- pm,YprsandSipshad
approximately the correct coverage properties for each sample configuration
obtained,andhence the correct coverage property over all possible samples,
provided that the Central Limit Theorem was applied.
and
It also was concluded that the post stratified estimatese prc'Yprs
Sipsare (approximately) conditionally unbiased for the population mean,
but the self-weighting estimates Yrsw andyrs are conditionally biased.
In general,the post stratified estimatesKie prc YprsandYps are
better than the self-weighting estimatesYrsw andSisw when dealing with
situations such as those illustrated by cases3and4,andeven when
dealing with some artificial cases,such as in the cases1and2where
stratification was efficient.
The sample variancess2ands
2represent the usual basis for
Yew Yr
V( Yrsw)respectively,andour evidence estimatingV( yrsw, )and
shows that they may be misleading,and perhaps even inappropriate within a
conditional framework.In particular,these sample variances overestimate the
conditional MSE ofYsw,andYrsw for some configurationsand
underestimate them for others.
It was also concluded from these studies that employing conditional
inferences with post stratification inflates the variances when the sample is
badly balancedand reduces them when it is well balanced.Post
stratification is a technique for protecting the statistician's inference against
those occasions when his randomization gives an unbalanced or unrepresentative
sample.87
In this thesis we have used the case of an equal probability design where
Siswandyrsw are the natural alternatives toSips,rrprcandprs
Our simulation results suggested that,if an auxiliary variable is available to
construct strata, then-sipsis superior toS-r-sw.Also in a situation where
ratio or regression estimation was being considered but it was felt that the
relationship might not be linear,post stratification could be viewed as a good
alternative.From these simulations we conclude that,if the observed sample
is disproportionalandthe variation from stratum to stratum is relatively
constant, use Siarcbut with disproportionate sample and unequal stratum
variances, Yprs is recommended to use.Chester, Spencer, T. (1980).
Stratification.Ph
Cochran. William G. (1977).
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